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SIR – Although some advanced biofuels can help reduce the amount of food burned as
fuel, their sustainability is far from guaranteed (“What happened to biofuels?”, September
7th). A new target risks creating a perverse market for biofuels from waste, which could
see “waste” being produced specifically to be used as biofuel.

Europe’s biofuels policy is woefully misguided. Europeans burn enough food in their cars
to feed 100m people. New research by the Joint Research Centre, the European Union’s
research lab, finds that if biofuels received no EU support the price of food stuffs, such as
vegetable oil, would be 50% lower in Europe by 2020.

Europe’s politicians must seize this opportunity to end this travesty by capping the
proportion of food-based biofuels at no more than 5%.

Lucy Hurn
ActionAid UK
London

Brazil’s external relations
*SIR – It is only partly right that the mistakes made in Brazil’s foreign policy since the
Workers’ Party took power have been caused by divisions at the top (“Freelance
diplomacy”, August 31st). The missing explanation is the lack of well-defined principles to
guide Brazil’s relations. This is a problem for its political elites and its diplomats.

Despite its rhetoric supporting human rights, democracy, development and peace, Brazil’s
foreign policy is built on a deep insecurity regarding the hegemonic role of the United
States in the region, something that has become aggravated in recent decades. This
mindset dominates public thinking on Brazil’s role in the region and in the world, no
matter if you are on the left or the right, an academic, a politician, a businessperson or a
diplomat. Brazil’s foreign-policy decisions have national sovereignty at their core. 

Carlos Pio
Professor of international 
political economy
Universidade de Brasília

The first accounts
SIR – The study of the Holocaust in America actually began before the founding of Yad
Vashem in Jerusalem and the Holocaust museum in Washington (“Bearing witness ever
more”, August 24th). Yiddish memoirs of Holocaust experiences appeared immediately
after the war, perhaps because there was a strong Yiddish-speaking presence in New
York, with many publishers promoting the use of the Yiddish language. Raul Hilberg
began his lonely but seminal studies of the mechanics of the Holocaust well before 1961,
the year he published “The Destruction of the European Jews”, which started the
scholarly study of the subject.

In 1973 Hampshire College, in Amherst, Massachusetts, offered the first course on the
Holocaust, featuring English translations of Yiddish memoirs and visits by survivors. All
this came before modern Israeli and Jewish commemorations commercialised Holocaust
remembrance, even if they widened its scope in the post-war world.

Nansi Glick
New Salem, Massachusetts

Getting the needle
SIR – The headline to your article on brain training for older people astonished me (“Put
away the knitting”, September 7th). The dexterity required and exercised by knitting
certainly exceeds that of the type of video-game mentioned in your article.
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